Rapunzel’s Syndrome: A Bezoar Like No Other
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ABSTRACT
Rapunzel's syndrome is a rare form of gastric trichobezoar extended to the bowel. The diagnosis may be oriented by the findings of the conventional radiography and echography, but the computed tomography remains the gold standard as it confirms the diagnosis and provides crucial informations on it’s gravity.
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Introduction
The trichobezoar is a mass made of hair and fibbers trapped in the gastrointestinal system.

Rapunzel’s syndrome is a rare form characterized by the extension of the tail to the small bowel. The first case was reported by Vaughan in 1968 [1].

Occlusion, peritonitis and digestive hemorrhage or perforations are the most severe complications reported [2].

The diagnosis rests on the findings of the conventional radiography, echography and computed tomography (CT).

Through this case report, we aim to expose the radiologic semiology of Rapunzel’s syndrome (RS).

Case Report
A 16 years old female, with a known history of iron deficiency anemia and a trichophagia, presented to the hospital with an occlusive syndrome.

The clinical examination revealed a distended abdomen, deformed by an epigastric hard sensitive mass.

The Xray (Figure 1) showed a central opacity, highlighting the gastric curvature and repelling the bowel to the left, without air-fluid levels.

Figure 1. Plain abdominal film showing a central abdominal opacity (X), a thin gas line that marks out the gastric curvature (☞). Intestines are repelled (☞).

The CT (Figure 2, 3) brought the light on a structure filling practically the entire gastric lumen, expanding to the duodenum and the duodenojejunal junction.

Figure 2 A, B. Axial computerized tomography with Injection of a contrast agent. Heterogeneous mass in the gastric lumen and duodenum (X), containing air ☞ molded by the gastrographine (☞) and without any parietal attachment.
It is well known that trichophagia is the most frequent condition associated with RS, yet, different studies reported other factors: history of gastrostomy or vagotomy, gastroparesis and eating habits [1,2].

The clinical presentation depends on the size of the bezoar. In most cases, it is asymptomatic; nevertheless, it can be revealed by complications such as peritonitis (18.3%) or by an occlusive syndrome, as it was the case for our patient, with a prevalence of 25.9% of all the complications [3].

Typically, the plain abdominal film shows a prominent gastric outline with an intragastric mottled mass, outlined by gas in the distended stomach (figure 1). In the delayed forms, calcifications can be observed [4].

Sonographically, the bezoar presents as an increased echogenicity mass in the stomach region, with complete loss of posterior echoes [4].

The CT is the gold standard for the diagnosis of the syndrome. The bezoar forms a heterogenic intraluminal mass, mobile, without any parietal attach; sometimes presenting concentric rings surrounded by the contrast agent. The mottled gas pattern is pathognomonic of bezoar. The presence of air and food are responsible of the mixture of density of the mass. The gastric location is a fundamental sign of orientation of Rapunzel’s syndrome.

It also provides crucial informations on the gravity by revealing ischemic bowel signs.

The exact location of the obstacle must be analyzed as it conditions the surgical approach: A proximal bezoar is a formal indication to a gastrotomy or an enterotomy.

The more the obstruction is closer to the ileo coecal junction; the attitude would be less invasive [5].

The essential CT differential diagnosis is faeces sign [6] (figure 5), as it has the same nature; it reflects a decline in the intestinal transit.

The CT diagnosis sensitivity can be improved by using larger scanning windows, looking for gas patterns in the bezoar [5]. A window between -100 et +500UH provides 97% sensitivity [6].

Conclusion
It is clear that imagery is the key of the management of Rapunzel’s syndrome. Sonography and x ray may orientate the diagnosis, but the computed tomography confirms it. It also gives precise informations on the extension and the complications.
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